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Abstract Reported work on virtual coordinate assignment
(VCA) schemes are iterative-based techniques which rely
upon geometric projection (i.e., projecting on circle)
or embedding of network topology to low-dimensional
Euclidean space (like graph embedding, multidimensional
scaling). The performance of existing VCA techniques is
constrained by topological situations such as low density
or having voids/holes, where greedy forwarding suffers
due to local minima when no neighbor is found closer
to the destination or low-quality routes comprised of long
distance hops. Another drawback of existing VCA tech-
niques is the requirement of thousand iterations for usable
coordinate convergence. In order to overcome these draw-
backs, we propose a novel virtual coordinate construction
technique using graph-theoretic dominating sets. Dominat-
ing set (DS) ofG is a subset of vertices such that each vertex
in G is either in DS or has a neighbor in DS. We found
that our virtual coordinate assignment using dominating set
algorithm has an approximation ratio ((4.8+ln 5)opt+1.2),
where opt is the minimum size dominating set which has
the same approximation ratio as minimum dominating set
problem. Our algorithm has time complexity O(n) times
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and O(D) rounds and message complexity is O(n log n),
where D is the radius and n is the number of nodes in
networks.

Keywords Wireless sensor networks · Virtual coordinates
assignment and Dominating set

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor network (WSN) as a subpart of Internet of
Thing (IoT) [1] has been regarded as a promising data acqui-
sition tool, which has been gradually used in the national
defense field, academia, industries, and for future smart
cities. The WSN uses sensing devices to accomplish smart
identification, surveillance, target tracking, and localiza-
tion. Connectivity and coverage are two most important
aspects of WSNs for applications like target monitoring,
localization, and surveillance [2, 3]. One of the solutions to
achieve connectivity and coverage of networks at minimal
cost is to use geographic location [4]. Geographic location
systems have drawbacks, and to address these drawbacks,
virtual coordinate systems are proposed where each node
is assigned with some coordinate which do not project the
actual location or geographic coordinates but reflect a rela-
tive position of nodes (conforms to connectivity relationship
between the nodes).

Virtual coordinate assignments use techniques like graph
embedding and multidimensional scaling. Graph embed-
ding is a graph-theoretic technique in which network topol-
ogy is mapped into a Euclidean space (NoGeo [4], GSpring
[5], GEM [6]). Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is used to
embed the hop distance metric into a Euclidean space. MDS
technique transforms the hop distance matrix to find out the
eigen decomposition (TAR [7]). Virtual coordinates find its
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application in building network overlays (geographic hash
tables (GHTs) to support P2P routing protocols.

The major problem in the reported schemes like NoGeo
[4] and GSpring [5] is their slow convergence and a large
number of iterations. Another problem of these schemes
is that it does not work for sparsely connected networks
because sparse networks have holes/voids in topology,
which leads to the dead end in the network. Moreover,
the greedy forwarding fails in geographic routing (based
on virtual coordinates) as the geometric distance in sparse
network rarely reflects the true hop distance between
the nodes. Therefore, existing virtual coordinate protocols
assume fully connected network, highly dense network
graph with an average degree of around 16 neighbors
(NoGeo [4]), GEM [6], and GSpring [5]. However, these
existing schemes report low success rate at lower density
with six to eight neighbors (i.e., sparse network). At low
density, the hop count becomes high causing low success
rate for greedy forwarding.

Thus, the challenge remains to design an efficient vir-
tual coordinate assignment scheme which can also work
for sparsely connected network (low density) so that geo-
graphic routing can achieve higher success rate with lower
hop count.

The paper is organized as Section 2 discusses the related
work. Section 3 presents the problem definition and contri-
bution to the paper. In Section 4, we present our proposed
algorithm. In Section 5, we present an analysis of proposed
algorithm. In Section 6, we perform a simulation of the
proposed algorithm and Section 7 concludes our paper.

2 Related work

In this section, we present various reported schemes of vir-
tual coordinate assignment (VCA) in ad hoc and sensor
networks. Karp et al. (2000) have earlier proposed the GPSR
[8] algorithm which assumes that all the nodes knows their
position using either GPS or by any other means.

Rao et al. 2003 in their work proposed coordinate assign-
ment algorithm for geographic routing application without
using no-location information (NoGeo [4]) in ad hoc net-
works. NoGeo assumes a scenario where neither perimeter
nor its location is known. NoGeo also assumes two desig-
nated nodes as beacon nodes. Non-beacon nodes determine
if they are perimeter nodes in distributed manner using their
hop distance from the beacons. Each node uses the perime-
ter distance and computes normalized coordinate of itself
and perimeter nodes. Then perimeter nodes are projected
onto an imaginary circle and nodes using a relaxation algo-
rithm that iteratively determines their virtual coordinates.
The main drawbacks of this approach are the requirement

of a large number of anchor nodes and considering the large
dimensions. The drawback of having many dimensions is
that forming coordinates requires a long time to converge.
The mobility support requires a bootstrap node to broadcast
the network continuously.

In greedy virtual coordinates (GSpring) (2007) [5], to
identify nodes which are at the edges of the networks calls a
perimeter detection algorithm and assign coordinates using
a system of springs and repulsion forces. A method for pro-
viding virtual coordinates to boundary nodes begins with
the detection of k boundary nodes in the network graph.
The k boundary nodes are arranged in the virtual circle
and given some reasonable starting coordinates. Once the
cyclical ordering of the boundary nodes n1, n2, ..., nk com-
pletes, the algorithm determines the number of hops on
the boundary of the network graph by summing the hop
counts between adjacent nodes to compute the coordinates
for k perimeter nodes. All the perimeter nodes are aware
of the hop matrix of each other since it is propagated by
broadcast. Each perimeter node knows its hop count from
each perimeter node, so a node can thus determine that it
is on the shortest path between one pair of a perimeter.
When this algorithm terminates, a small number of perime-
ter nodes at the boundary of the network and some nodes in
the middle of the network will derived a set of initial coor-
dinates. GSpring was developed for network of non-mobile
nodes. The assignment of coordinates in a highly mobile
environment without geographic location was not discussed.

Aligned virtual coordinate system (AVCS) 2008 [9]
address the issue of quantization error (VCS forwarding
void) in geographic routing around voids. Again, the draw-
back is a long time to converge forming virtual coordinates
due to many dimensions resulting from a large size of n.
Again, the possible dead ends exist resulting in failure of a
greedy forwarding algorithm.

Convex partition, (2009) [10], paper proposed a dis-
tributed convex partition protocol that divides the field to
subareas with convex polygonal subarea shape and to let
every node know which partition(s) it belongs to. The con-
vex partition protocol requires the boundary nodes to be
identified first. After running such an algorithm, each hole is
assigned a unique ID, and each boundary node that belongs
to a certain hole is tagged with the hole ID. The rest of the
protocol works as, initially, it identifies the critical points
then a bisector-induced convex partitioning is done and
finally partitions were recognized. All these operations are
performed in a distributed way. But their approach requires
a base station for initiating each phase (sends a command
to the network). Its drawback is it requires excessive mes-
sage transmission boundary node identification phase. This
phase incurs O(n) message overhead. Critical point identi-
fication phase requires O(n) + O(n) message transmission
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Table 1 Notation used in
algorithms CN � Central node of network

BN � Set of boundary nodes

WN � Witness node

HN � Holder node

IN � Independent node

DS � Dominating set

Nbk(x) � Set of k-hop distance neighbors of node x

Ni (N1, N2...) � Neighbors of node WN

MNb(x) � Neighbors of node x marked by color <gray>

UNb(x) � Neighbors nodes of node x marked by color <white>

MinID(S) � Nodes which have minimum ID in set S

(xcoor , ycoor ) � Nirtual coordinate derived by proposed algorithm

Si � ith element in set S

ρ � Radius of networks

on average. Bisector path identification phase and partition
recognition phase requires O(n × ncri), where ncri is the
number of concave critical points.

Virtual cord protocol (VCP) (2011) [11] uses hash func-
tion to create virtual cord (value in predefined range [S, E])
and each node maintains a part of the entire range. Depend-
ing on the old position, node gets a new position between the
end value and its successor or predecessor. The new node
becomes predecessor of the old node if it received position
S. Otherwise, it becomes its successor. Finally, locally avail-
able neighborhood information is used for greedy routing
toward the destination.

Paper [12] investigates unidirectional links in wireless
network, develops virtual coordinate assignment protocol
(ABV Cap Uni), and supports routing in sensor networks
with unidirectional links. Each node is assumed to be static
and has a unique identifier (ID). Four anchors and one sink
node is selected to assign virtual coordinates. Virtual coordi-
nate is assigned considering eight entries longitude, latitude,
ripple, up, down, ring initiator, ring number, and ring order.
The longitude and latitude coordinates denote the location
of the node, and the other coordinates are used for packet
forwarding.

Topology aware routing (TAR) 2012 [7] protocol
encodes a network topology to a low-dimensional virtual
coordinate area where hop distances between the nodes are
maintained. TAR proposes two methodology for scaling
MDS in a centralized and distributed manner. In centralized
MDS, base station floods the network for gathering con-
nectivity information and for that it uses multipoint relay
(which covers the networks with few number of broadcast-
ing) [7]. Once topology is known then the hop distance
between pairwise nodes was computed using the shortest-
path algorithm. Based on the pairwise node distance, base
station applies MDS to embed the network topology into
a Euclidean space, which assigns the virtual coordinate.

Base station send the virtual coordinate to 1 hop neigh-
bors through multiple relays. In distributed MDS, a network
of N nodes randomly selects M nodes as anchors. Anchor
nodes broadcast the network with beacon message set as
hop count = 0. Based on the received messages, node i
constructs its N-dimensional hop distance matrix as xi =
[xi1, xi2, ....xiN ] where xij is the hop distance from node i

to j . Each anchor nodes send its hop distance vector to the
base station and the base station constructs an anchor dis-
tance matrix X = [x1, x2, x3....xn] then the MDS is used to
embed the hop distance metric space to a low-dimensional
Euclidean space such that each anchor is assigned a vir-
tual coordinate of m-dimension such that m << M . Each
nonanchor node calculates its virtual coordinate by itself
using the least square fitting method. Centralized MDS
incurs higher overhead for detecting the entire network
topology because it requires number of broadcastings. Dis-
tributed MDS randomly select M anchors to broadcast
the network. Both the methods require a designated base
station.

Reported works on a virtual coordinate assignment algo-
rithm use thousands of iterations and depend upon geo-
metric techniques, i.e., projecting on circle or embedding
network’s multiple dimensions on Euclidean space.

3 Problem definition and contribution

3.1 System model

Consider a geographical region in which a large number
of wireless nodes are deployed. All the nodes are equipped
with an omnidirectional antenna and they are unaware of
their position coordinates. Given a graphG = (V , E), where
nodes of G are placed in two-dimensional space in such a
way that nodes are unaware of their position.
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3.2 Problem definition

The virtual coordinate assignment problem that satisfies
all of the unit disk graph (UDG) constraints is NP-hard.
Hence, the problem statement of this work is to develop a
distributed virtual coordinate assignment scheme that uses
graph-theoretic dominating sets with guaranteed approxi-
mation factor to the size of any optimal dominating set.
When virtual coordinate assignment using dominating set
algorithm is used with geographic routing, for low density net-
works, it achieves higher success rate and lower hop count.

3.3 Contribution

Our main contribution through this paper is to design an
efficient virtual coordinate assignment scheme which can
work for sparsely connected network (low density) so that
geographic routing can achieve a higher success rate with a
lower hop count.

3.4 Definitions

We describe our network model as a graph G = (V , E),
where V is vertices (node) V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} in a net-
work. Communication link between any two nodes vi and
vj is bidirectional in nature. We assumed that the nodes are
homogeneously spread and they are equipped with omni-
directional antenna with radio range r . The notations and
symbols used in the paper is defined in Table 1.

Definition 1 k-hop dominating set (k-DS): k-hop
dominating set of a graph G = (V , E) is a subset k-DS of
nodes such that every vertex in V (G) is at distance atmost k
from k-DS.

Definition 2 Radius(ρ(G)): Radius of G is define as the
minimum eccentricity of any node in graph. The eccentricity
of a given node is the maximum distance of any node.

Definition 3 Witness nodes (WN): These nodes are the
common nodes between two dominating sets, WN =
Nbk(N2) ∩ Nbk(N1).

Witness nodes WN are identified by merger of dominat-
ing set pair DS.

Definition 4 Holder nodes (HN): Holder nodes are the
witness nodes or boundary nodes with minimum ID.

Definition 5 Independent node (IN): A subset IN ⊆ V

is called an independent node, if for every two vertices {u,
v} ∈ IN , an edge does not exist {u, v} /∈ E [13].

4 DVC: distributed virtual coordinate assignment
algorithm

4.1 Description of the algorithm

In this section, we give DVC algorithm for virtual coordi-
nate assignment for UDG. Our virtual coordinate algorithm
works in three phases. In the first phase, our algorithm iden-
tifies center node CN and radius (ρ) of networks. In the
second phase, it assigns a virtual coordinates to all 1-hop
neighbors of the central node and in the last phase, virtual
coordinate assignment is done from 1-hop neighbors of CN

to boundary nodes BN .
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4.2 Algorithm for center node detection in network

Algorithm for center node detection assumes that nodes
know their neighbor. Algorithm initiates with the detec-
tion of k-hop dominating set k-DS. Each dominator node
set identifies a pair in DS using the shortest path. These
dominator pairs compute 2-hop DS. After k iterations, it
finds k-hop DS. After k = radius (G), rounds of the algo-
rithm terminate with identified center node (CN) of graph.
Algorithm 1 gives the detailed description of working.

Witness nodes are identified by the intersection of dom-
inating set pairs. All the witness nodes test themselves for
boundary nodes (ref algo. 1) and send message (declaring
itself as boundary nodes) to one of its neighbor node (lets
N2). Once witness nodes are declared, neighbor node (N2)
detects holder node HN . If the witness nodes is empty
then the holder nodes are dominating set. If the boundary
nodes are submitted from the witness node and it comes
to null then the holder nodes are all boundary nodes with
min(ID). If none of the above condition holds then the
holder nodes are minimum id node from set (witness node
− boundary nodes). Minimum hop distance between CN

and BN is the radius (ρ) of graph. Our algorithm con-
verges to single node and that will be the CN of our
graph.

4.3 Algorithm for 1-hop coordinate assignment
of center node

Algorithm 1 assigns virtual coordinates to 1-hop nodes of
CN . Algorithm 1 requires independent nodes for coordi-
nate computation. Independent nodes are defined as any
two vertices of a graph G = (V , E) which are not adja-
cent to one another; as a consequence, the subgraph
G[IN ′] induced by an independent set (IS) contains no
edges.

Theorem 1 IS be the set independent nodes such that IN

∈ CN but they are not in the scope of other independent
nodes IN .

Proof Two IN independent nodes are not in communica-
tion range of each other by definition 1.

Center node (CN) assigns its coordinate as (0,0) and cal-
culate angle β = 360

IN
, β is assigned coordinate of anchor

nodes. Two anchor nodes b1 and b2 ({b1, b2} ∈ BN) are
randomly selected from a set of boundary nodes. Inde-
pendent nodes are selected in such a way that their hop
distances from b1 and b2 are aligned in even and odd man-
ner. Even hop distance and odd hop distance between nodes

b1 and b2 are used to arrange the independent node in order.
Rotation between b1 and b2 increases the sequence number
in ascending order. Independent nodes assign themselves
(cos(μ ∗ n)), sin(μ ∗ n)) and mark themselves gray. The
parameter μ assignment is discussed in the correctness
section. Hop count and rotation is used to allocate the coor-
dinates to independent nodes IN as (cos(72∗n), sin(72∗n)).
Non-independent nodes assign their coordinates as α =
(αi+αj )

2 . Nodes (i, j ) are at minimum angle with respect
to center node CN node with (cosα, sinα) coordinates.
Algorithm 1 establishes circulars coordinate (neighbor node)
of center node as Nb1(CN) = [sinα + cosα] and angular
coordinates as mark node. Parameters μ and α are derived
as follows.

4.3.1 Correctness of algorithm

Angle μ is defined as constant and its value is derived by
the help of criteria, given as follows.

1. When five independent nodes were selected then value
of μ = 72◦ and the value of β is define as

β ≤ 72◦ (1)

2. When four independent nodes were selected then the
value of μ = 90◦ and the value of β define as

72◦ <= β <= 90◦ (2)

3. When three independent nodes were selected then the
value of μ = 120◦ and the value of β define as

72◦ <= β <= 120◦ (3)

4. When two independent nodes were selected then the
value of μ = 180◦ and the value of β define as

72◦ <= β <= 180◦ (4)

Since coordinate assignments initiate from center CN of
the network and the number of independent nodes will be
greater than equal to 2, so the independent node will be IN

= τ ∈ Nb(CN), where τ /∈ Nb(IN − τ). Then β and α are
calculated as

β = 360

IN
(5)
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and

α = 0, β, 2β, 3β.... (6)

Hence, the coordinate provided to independent nodes are.

Coordinate = (cos(α), sin(α)) (7)

Once coordinates of the central node (0, 0) and some
fixed node (anchors) on boundary are known, our proposed
algorithm 1 uses triangulation (average of neighbour’s
known angle α) to obtain the coordinate for 1-hop neigh-
bor of Nb(CN). Our simulation observation reports that
each iteration coordinate becomes efficient. Each iteration
coordinate other than IN adjusts time to time.

4.4 Algorithm for virtual coordinate assignment

Once coordinate of center node CN and its 1-hop neighbor
node are assigned then other nodes compute their coordi-
nate. 1-hop neighbor Nb(CN) of central node passes its α

value to a non-assigned nodes. Each non-assign neighbor
takes the average of received neighbor’s angle (α) and com-
putes its own angle (α). The new computed coordinates of
non-assigned nodes are:

(P cos(α), P sin(α))

where P = level
level−1 and level is hop distance from cen-

ter to some fixed node (anchors) on boundary. Number
of iterations will adjust the redundant coordinates of node
(with the same coordinate) and angle α is calculated using
neighbour coordinates. Node angle will get distributed at
each iteration. Whenever node joins or moves from the
network or group due to mobility, a new coordinate is
assigned by averaging of αs of its neighboring nodes and
checks if any neighbor nodes has the same angle (α),
then iterates. Initially, all the nodes are assigned with
white color but as node assign their coordinate their color
changes to gray. To differentiates the center nodes from
others, our algorithm assigns a red color to the center
node. Iteration keeps the coordinates of independent nodes
fixed, changing coordinates of non-independent nodes.
As coordinate is assigned to nodes, their color changes
to gray.

4.4.1 Correctness of algorithm

Distributed algorithm correctly finds out central node (CN)
and radius (ρ) and correctly assigns the virtual coordinate
using local algorithm for static as well as dynamic topology.

Figure 1 illustrates the holder node HN detection when
two 1-hop dominating sets are merged.

Lemma 1 Combining two 1-hop nodes, we get at most 2-
hop radius circumference with 2-hop k-DS at its center.

Proof Fusion between two 1-hop dominating set DSN1

and DSN2 forms a 2-hop radius circumference of 2-hop
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Fig. 1 Proof of lemma: 1

dominating set (DS), and holder node (HN) becomes
the dominator node (by definition 3 and definition 4) as
illustrated in Fig. 1. By mathematical induction law, dom-
inating sets recursively keeps on concatenating to form a
k-hop dominating set with single holder node at center and
that will be the CN of the network (by Definition 1).

Lemma 2 Witness nodes always form the center (intersec-
tion) of the two nodes combined

Proof Same as Lemma 1

5 Algorithm analysis

Consider a homogeneous WSN, modeled as UDG. It is
NP-hard to recognize whether a given graph is UDG [14].
Consequently, it is also NP-hard to determine a set of vir-
tual coordinates that satisfy all of the UDG constraints in
the given unit disk graph.

5.1 Approximation analysis of virtual coordinate using
dominating set algorithm

1. For the algorithm 1, the size of every maximal indepen-
dent set (IS) in step 1 can be computed with approxi-
mation of |IS|=(3.8opt + 1.2) where opt is the size of

a minimum dominating set in the unit disk graph, from
the reported result [15].

2. For the algorithm 2, the size of witness node in step 4
can be computed with approximation of |WN |=((1 +
ln 5)opt) where opt is the size of a minimum dominat-
ing set, from the reported result [16].

3. Thus, the size of minimum dominating set available for
virtual coordinate assignment algorithm is

|IS| + |WN | = 3.8opt +1.2 + (1+ ln 5)opt = (4.8+
ln 5)opt + 1.2.

Thus, the virtual coordinate assignment using domi-
nating set algorithm has the approximation ratio ((4.8+
ln 5)opt + 1.2), where opt is the minimum size domi-
nating set [17].

5.2 Complexity analysis

The algorithm for virtual coordinate assignment has time
complexityO(n) times andO(D) rounds where D is radius
and message complexity is O(n log n).

6 Simulation results

In this section, we present simulation result of our pro-
posed virtual coordinate assignment (DVC) algorithm. We
evaluated the performance of our proposed DVC algo-
rithm with geographic routing without location information
(NoGeo) [4] and physical coordinate or true coordinate sys-
tem. The simulation is performed using high-level event
driven simulator Netsim [18]. All the nodes have a uniform
radio range and two nodes can only communicate if the line
of sight is not obstructed by obstacle.

Each node is independently and randomly placed on
a two-dimensional simulation area and uniform random

Fig. 2 Success rate comparison of greedy routing using DVC and
NoGeo at different iterations
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Fig. 3 Hop stretch comparison of greedy routing using DVC and
NoGeo at different iterations

distribution [19] is used. Communication range is adjusted
according to radio range equation [19], so that the
connectivity of network is maintained even as low density.

Greedy forwarding mechanism is used as routing
protocol over virtual coordinate systems. Evaluation of
our algorithm is done in terms of number of iterations
for successful convergence (hop stretch, success rate) and
average number of geocast message generated (network
overhead), end to end delay in greedy forwarding and
node/link failure. The network parameter used in the
simulation is stated below.

Area L × L 200 × 200 grids
Range R 10m
Number of nodes N 300 to 1500

6.1 Convergence

Fast convergence rate is the requirement for any virtual
coordinate-based algorithm. In this subsection, we evalu-
ate the convergence rate of proposed DVC algorithm in
terms of number of iteration required for convergence and
its effect on success rate and hop stretch. In this scenario,

Fig. 4 Result shows the average number of packet generated in DVC
and NoGeo, when number of iteration is increase

a total of 1500 nodes were deployed randomly in an area
of 200 × 200 units2 and a number of iteration were
increased from 100 to 2000 rounds. Since true coordinates
get unaffected by iterations, hence, true coordinate compar-
ison is ignored in this simulation. Result in Fig. 2 shows
that after 100 iterations, the success rate of our proposed
DVC approach reaches to .93 whereas NoGeo still shows
greedy routing success rate below .90. As the iteration was
increased, success rate reaches to almost .99. Result also
shows that increase in iteration increases success rate up to
.04 times for DVC whereas .07 increase in success rate for
NoGeo is noticed, which clearly shows that DVC requires
less number of iteration for convergence than NoGeo.

When hop stretch is measured in the same scenario, it is
found that there is a drop of 12.5 % in hop stretch of DVC
as compare to NoGeo. Figure 3 shows the result. Result
obtained in Figs. 2 and 3, concludes that the number of iter-
ation can impact VCS convergence which effect the success
rate and hop count. It is also found that DVC takes less
time in convergence as compare to the NoGeo, since our
algorithm provides coordinates with circular overlay.

6.2 Network overhead

Network overhead plays an important role in resource con-
straint devices like sensor networks. In this section, we
evaluate network overhead in terms of average number
of message generation during greedy forwarding. Result
obtained in this simulation is plotted in Fig. 4 where X axis
represents the average number of packet generation and Y
axis represents the number of iterations. Simulation sce-
nario consists of 1000 randomly deployed nodes in an area
of 200 × 200 units2. The results obtained after simu-
lation, in Fig. 4, show that DVC produces less number of
packet as compare to NoGeo. It is also found that their is
almost 2.5 % less network overload in case of DVC algo-
rithm. Result in Fig. 5 shows that there is more than 5 %
fall in average number of packet generated in case of our
proposed DVC algorithm with respect to NoGeo . This

Fig. 5 Result shows the comparison of average number of packet
generated in DVC and NoGeo, when number of nodes is increase
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Fig. 6 Result shows the end to
end delay between DVC and
NoGeo (when number of nodes
is increased in networks)

is reasonable because NoGeo algorithm at bootstrap time
assigns two nodes as beacon nodes. Then, other nodes in
the networks determine if they are perimeter nodes using
heuristic approach on hop count from the beacons (this pro-
cess requires to flood the network). Once the perimeter
nodes are determined, then O(p2) ( where p is the number
of perimeter nodes) messages are exchanged, so that each
node uses these inter-perimeter distances to compute nor-
malized coordinates. Finally, one beacon periodically floods
the entire network, and each node periodically broadcasts
within its radio range to share the neighborhood infor-
mation. Whereas our proposed DVC algorithm requires
only O(n log n), number of messages for coordinate con-
struction and each node periodically share their coordinate
information with neighbors.

Result in Fig. 5 also shows that performance of the pro-
posed DVC algorithm is better than NoGeo when network
density (i.e., 300 nodes in 200 × 200 units2) is low.

6.3 End to end delay

Figure 6 illustrates the result concerning the end to end
delay in the networks having number of nodes ranging from
200 to 1500. In this scenario, we assume that interference
level along the route is negligible. In the simulation, we

found that DVC and NoGeo algorithms are able to suc-
cessfully set the path for every source to destination nodes
pair. The result of Fig. 6 shows that DVC algorithm is bet-
ter than the NoGeo in terms of end to end delay. Initially,
when the number nodes are fewer in number then the end to
end delay is higher for both the algorithms but as the num-
ber of nodes are increased, the end to end delay has fallen.
This is reasonable because when the numbers of nodes are
fewer (300) then there are chances of holes and dead ends
in the networks (greedy routing deteriorates as nodes have
no neighbor close to destination.

6.4 Node and link failure

Since WSN suffers from high energy drainage and fre-
quently node and link failure, therefore, we performed an
additional simulation to evaluate impact of link failure on
coordinate assignment. Simulation results in Fig. 7 show
the average number of extra hop stretch requires to route
the packet in the network where frequent node failures
may occur. We keep the scenario the same (1500 nodes in
[200 × 200 units2] at R = 8 units) but we randomly
removed the deployed 25 % (i.e., around 375) of nodes.
Then we randomly add the same number of new nodes in the
network. The simulation is repeated for the 2000 iterations.

Fig. 7 Result shows the
comparison of impact of link
failure on coordinate assignment
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Result shows that NoGeo algorithm has around 16–20 %
increase in hop counts as compare to our proposed DVC
algorithm. Result also shows that the proposed DVC algo-
rithm is 0.41 % better than the without node failure scenario
of DVC algorithm.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we propose a virtual coordinate assignment
protocol, DVC, to assign virtual coordinates to nodes that
have no geographic information. The proposed virtual coor-
dinate system works in three phases: in the first phase, DVC
algorithm identifies center node CN and radius (ρ) of net-
works; in the second phase, it assigns a virtual coordinates
to all 1-hop neighbors of the central node and in the last
phase, virtual coordinate assignment is done from 1-hop
neighbors of CN to boundary nodes BN . Virtual coordi-
nates could be made more robust by setting up coordinates
of all the nodes in the network according to their angle α

with center node CN as the origin. For future work, we are
planning to extend our work to the three dimensional spaces
with slight variations in some constraints and elimination
of redundant and useless ID minimization. An important
research goal for the future is to determine whether the
virtual coordinate obtained through this algorithm can sup-
port various geographic and other routing algorithms. It is
NP-hard to determine a set of virtual coordinates that sat-
isfy all of the UDG constraints in the given unit disk graph
(since, it is NP-hard to recognize whether a given graph is
UDG). Our virtual coordinate assignment using dominating
set algorithm has an approximation ratio ((4.8+ ln 5)opt +
1.2), where opt is the minimum size dominating set. And
our algorithm has time complexity O(n) times and O(D)

rounds where D is the radius and message complexity is the
O(n log n).
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